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Plan Overview
Recommend Approval?

Approve Return
Executive Summary: The summary 
follows suggested guidance.
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LGU Name(s):

Final Approval Date:

Review Comments:

Reviewed by:
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Recommend Approval?

Approve Return
At least one merit and scientific
review process is described.

Merit and Scientific Review Process

Review Comments:



Stakeholder Input
Recommend Approval?

Approve Return
Describes what action(s) will be
taken to seek stakeholder input that
encourages stakeholder participation.

Approve Return
Describes what method(s) will be
used to identify groups and
individuals from whom to collect
input.

Approve Return
Describes what method(s) will be
used for collecting stakeholder input.

Approve Return
Describes how input collected will be
considered in program planning.
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Review Comments:



Critical Issues
Recommend Approval?

Approve Return
Critical Issues are appropriate for the
state, include relevant Science
Emphasis Area associations, and
have an appropriate term (i.e., Short-
Term, Intermediate, or Long-Term).

Recommend Approval?
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Approve Return

Review Comments:

General Recommendations:

Review Comments:

Overall report approval, comments, and recommendations.
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	Enter Reporting Cohort Name: Ohio State University
	Final Approval Date: 9/29/22
	Review Comments:: The Ohio State University (OSU) Plan of Work represents a joint effort by the two critical components of OSU’s College of Food, Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences (CFAES): the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station (also known as OARDC) and OSU Extension. CFAES research and extension reach beyond agriculture and cover environmental, water quality and societal issues that rural and urban communities face. The CFAES Values and Goals (Student/Learner First Philosophy, Innovative Scholarship to Sustain Life, Capacity Building of Our People and Our Communities, Partner of Choice, and Resource Stewardship in a One-College Model) guide their work and actions at all levels. This Plan of Work was developed around these goals as well as research and programs in 5 targeted critical issues: Health and Wellness, Economic Vitality, Food Security and Production, Environmental Quality and Sustainability, and Thriving Across the Lifespan. Overall, the Plan Overview is well written and provides a clear plan for achieving a broad and diverse agenda.
	Approve: Yes
	Return: Off
	Review Comments - Merit Review: CFAES places a great deal of importance on internal and external reviews. All CFAES departments, schools, units, and centers submit annual reports to the college. These reports also include an annual plan which is used to assist with resource allocation across the college. This annual review also includes impact statements from each department and unit that highlight the major achievements in research and Extension each year. All new and renewing CFAES Research projects and Extension programs undergo a review process coordinated locally at the department or unit level, with input, as needed or requested from the experiment station Associate Director or the appropriate Extension program Assistant Director. Department heads and unit leaders are given latitude to employ strategies for evaluation of new plans and projects for their scientific merit and their relevance to programmatic focus. Guidance is provided to unit heads and unit leaders regarding the process by which review may take place. A final revised version of the proposal is reviewed by the Associate Director for Research and/or Extension and approved as appropriate for final review by National Program Leaders at USDA/NIFA. Overall, the peer and merit review processes are appropriate for research and Extension faculty as well as research projects.
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	Review Comments - General Recommendations: Overall, the 2023 update on the Ohio State University’s 2022-2026 Combined Research and Extension Plan of Work, addressing 5 Critical Issues, is well articulated and nicely laid out. OSU’s research and extension branches have appropriate merit, peer, and program review processes in place. Stakeholder input is obtained through various vehicles and is incorporated into multiple aspects of their overall program plan. Examples provided for various activities and approaches are greatly appreciated. OSU is commended for preparing this well-defined Plan of Work. OSU is encouraged to collaborate/partner with Central State University and provide examples of the same in future submissions of Plan of Work.
	Text1: Vijay Nandula
	Revew Comments - Critical Issues: The Plan of Work describes 5 critical issues with appropriate science emphasis areas and expected time frames to address each critical issue. CFAES research and extension programs reach beyond agriculture and cover environmental, water quality and societal issues that rural and urban communities in Ohio face. Overall, the critical issues are well described and focus on appropriate activities and outcomes/impacts.
	Revew Comments - Stakeholder Input: There is frequent and open communication between key stakeholder leaders and key CFAES leadership. CFAES consistently has wide support and active participation from their stakeholders through listening sessions, key commodity leaders participating in advisory boards, and joint meetings with specific commodities. Stakeholder groups and individuals are reached through targeted efforts such as stakeholder lists, agricultural events, participation in budget information dissemination meetings, informational booths at county fairs, participation in conferences and other local and community meetings. CFAES uses multiple methods to collect stakeholder feedback, including but not limited to in-person and online surveys, interviews, advisory groups, public comment periods, and targeted invitations to various stakeholder groups. OSU Extension also performs routine community needs and health assessments to determine priority issues for their stakeholders. Stakeholder input is considered widely to identify and prioritize needs, connect with Extension, educate stakeholders, and advocate for Extension. Emerging issues, and other needs and issues from stakeholders’ daily life will influence hiring, shifts in priorities, and resource allocations for both budgeting and strategic planning. Overall, the plans and methods to collect input and the methods to consider stakeholder input for the Ohio State University’s research and extension programs are very well described. Use of stakeholder input appears to guide many programmatic decisions.


